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We present results of first-principle calculation of the electronic structure and phase stability of the parent

compound of Fe-based superconductors, FeSe, in a magnetically ordered state. In particular, we investigate

ferromagnetic (FM) and two different types of antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations (with magnetic struc-

ture vectors (π, 0) and (π, π)). Our results for the total energy exhibit a two-minima shape for the FM and

a standard parabolic-like behavior for the AFM configurations. We find a remarkable reconstruction of the

electronic structure in the vicinity of the M point of the Brillouin zone which is accompanied with a rapid

increase of magnetic moment upon expansion of the lattice volume. On that basis we propose that both the

anomalous behavior of FeSe upon expansion of the lattice reported for the paramagnetic state (Phys. Rev.

Lett. 115, 106402 (2015)) and that obtained in the present work have a common origin.
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Introduction. Since the discovery of superconduc-

tivity in iron-based oxypnictides [1], for almost a decade

such materials have been at the focus of experimen-

tal and theoretical research [2–7]. These compounds are

metals in the normal state and crystallize in a tetrag-

onal structure where layers containing FeAs building

blocks alternate with planes of other elements. It has

been well-established that the electronic and transport

properties of the FeAs systems, including superconduc-

tivity, are associated with the Fe atoms. The electronic

states originating from other elements give a minor con-

tribution at the Fermi surface. In that respect, under-

standing of mechanisms that lead to superconductivity

requires a “minimal model” compound which shows all

characteristic features of multicomponent Fe-based su-

perconductors and, at the same time, has the simplest

crystal structure.

Recently, superconductivity has been reported in the

iron chalcogenide compound FeSe with Tc ∼ 8K [8]. It

has been discovered that the critical temperature can

be enhanced up to 37 K under pressure [9–11]. The com-

pound is the end member of the FeSe(Te) family (the

so-called “11” type compounds) and can be regarded as

a parent material for all Fe-based superconductors due
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to simplicity of its crystal structure which is reminiscent

to that of the FeAs layers in the pnictides.

Band structure calculations [12–14], photoemission

experiments [15–17] and magnetic measurements show

that the electronic structure and magnetic properties

of Fe-based chalcogenide superconductors in many as-

pects are similar to those of pnictides. In particular, the

Fermi surface of FeSe possesses a Q = (π, π) nesting

[18, 19], in agreement with the magnetic measurements

performed at about Tc [20–23]. However, unlike to pnic-

tides, which in normal state are spin-density-wave anti-

ferromagnets, FeSe shows no static magnetism. By con-

trast, the isostructural compound FeTe which shows no

superconductivity at ambient pressure is antiferromag-

nic with a propagation vector (π, 0).

It is known that doping as well as external pressure

can influence or even induce superconductivity in the

pnictogen-based compounds. In the case of FeSe(Te),

the Tc is sensitive not only to pressure but also to chemi-

cal (isovalent) doping which is untypical for pnictides. In

particular, partial substitution of Se with Te increases

Tc up to ∼ 14 K in FeSe1−xTex with x ∼ 0.5 [24, 25].

Such substitution can be regarded as a negative pres-

sure (expansion of the lattice) due to a larger ionic ra-

dius of Te compared to that of Se. We note that FeTe,

i.e., another end member of the “11” family, shows a
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Fig. 1. FeSe AFM configurations studied in the present

work: Double-stripe configuration with propagation vector

(π, 0) (left) and single-stripe configuration with Q = (π, π)

(right). Shaded areas show the magnetic unit cells

pressure-induced transition to a low-volume tetragonal

phase which is accompanied with a collapse of local mo-

ments. However, superconductivity in that compound

does not emerge even at pressures as high as 19 GPa

[26].

The interplay of electronic and magnetic degrees of

freedom in FeSe(Te) has been addressed in several pa-

pers. Ciechan and coauthors [27] investigated the effect

of the ab-plane strain and hydrostatic pressure on the

magnetic structure of FeTe. Employing density func-

tional theory (DFT) they studied the stability of dif-

ferent magnetic orderings of Fe moments under various

stress conditions. The effect of magnetic order on the

electronic structure of FeSe has been also studied by

Shi and Li and coauthors [28, 29] within DFT. Leonov

and coauthors [30] have investigated structural phase

stability of paramagnetic FeSe using a combination of

density functional theory and dynamical mean-field the-

ory (DFT+DMFT). They predict that FeSe undergoes

a phase transition to a metastable high-volume tetrag-

onal phase and show that such an unusual behavior is

connected to a correlation-induced local moment forma-

tion caused by a shift of the van Hove singularity at the

M point of the Brillouin zone.

In this Letter, we extend our previous study [30] of

the electronic and structural properties of paramagnetic

FeSe to a magnetically ordered state. In particular, we

study the structural stability and magnetic properties

of FeSe in two antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations

relevant for superconductivity and in the ferromagnetic

(FM) state. Our results demonstrate that static magne-

tization alone treated within DFT cannot give a satis-

factory description of the equilibrium volume and elastic

properties of FeSe, indicating a crucial role of Coulomb

correlations. We also show that the mechanism explain-

ing phase transition in paramagnetic FeSe upon lattice

expansion can be also applied to the spin-polarized case.

Fig. 2. Total energy (upper panel) and magnetic moment

per formula unit (lower panel) calculated by GGA as a

function of lattice volume

Calculation details. The effect of hydrostatic pres-

sure in a magnetically ordered phase was studied by

employing density functional theory in the generalized

gradient approximation [31] as implemented in the pseu-

dopotential plane-wave quantum ESPRESSO code [32].

Integration over the first Brilloiun zone (BZ) was per-

formed using the uniform 10×10×10 k-points mesh and

default parameters controlling the plane wave basis.

We study the phase stability analyzing the total en-

ergy behavior as a function of lattice volume. The com-

pressibility is assumed to be isotropic, therefore only

a single structural parameter a referred to as a lattice

constant is needed to vary the lattice volume at fixed

c/a ratio. We investigate the tetragonal phase of FeSe

with the space group P4/nmm and lattice parameters

taken from Ref. [33]. The calculated AFM configurations

of FeSe are shown in Fig. 1. The double-stripe AFM

configuration corresponding to the propagation vector

(π, 0) is described by an orthorhombic magnetic unit
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Fig. 3. Band structure of FeSe along the Γ−X−M−Γ path in the Brillouin zone as obtained by spin-polarized GGA for

different lattice constants and antiferromagnetic orderings of the Fe atoms. Left panels show the result for (π, 0) AFM

configuration, right panels correspond to the (π, π) type antiferromagnetism

cell 2a× a× c. The stripe-diagonal AFM configuration

has a tetragonal magnetic unit cell a
√
2× a

√
2× c and

Q = (π, π). For each considered magnetic configuration

we extract the equilibrium bulk modulus B by fitting

the obtained energy-volume dependence by the third-

order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state [34].

Results and discussion. In Fig. 2 (upper panel)

we present our results for the total energy of FeSe eval-

uated as a function of lattice volume. In agreement

with previous studies, the nonmagnetic (NM) calcula-

tions underestimate the equilibrium lattice constant by

3 % compared to experiment. The calculated bulk mod-

ulus is B ∼ 115GPa. The AFM configurations show

a standard parabolic-like behavior with a minimum at

∼ 7.2 arb.units overestimating the experimental lattice

constant by ∼ 1%. The calculated bulk moduli for the

(π, 0) and (π, π) configurations are 47 and 54 GPa, re-

spectively. These values are compatible to those which

are typical for the iron-based superconductors [35, 36].

In contrast to the NM and AFM result, the FM con-

figuration has two well-defined minima with a transi-

tion region at ∼ 7 arb.units. The stable solution (which
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Fig. 4. Density of states of FeSe calculated by GGA for the (π, 0) (left) and (π, π) (right) AFM configurations as a function

of lattice volume. The Fermi energy is shifted to 0 eV

we refer to as a left minimum) has the lattice constant

value of 6.9 arb.units, which is almost coincide with that

obtained for the NM state. It results in much harder lat-

tice with B ∼ 155GPa. The second metastable solution

(right minimum) has a ∼ 7.3 arb.units which is by 3 %

lager than the experimental value. The bulk modulus

is ∼ 35 GPa which is much smaller than any available

experimental data.

In spite that none of the considered static magnetic

configurations treated within DFT give a simultaneous

description of the structural and elastic properties of

FeSe, our results are important to reveal a microscopic

origin of this unusual double-minimum behavior. We

also note that previous calculations of the paramagnetic

(PM) FeSe within dynamical mean-field theory give a

similar result. The origin of that behavior has been

traced to a Lifshitz transition caused by a correlation-

induced shift of the van Hove singularity at the M point

of the BZ which is accompanied with a strong enhance-

ment of the local magnetism. Similar to DFT+DMFT,

the magnetic moment in the AFM and FM configura-

tions increases upon expansion of the lattice, reaching

its saturated value of ∼ 2µB per formula unit. Below

a ∼ 6.6 arb.units the magnetic and nonmagnetic solu-

tions are energetically indistinguishable. At higher vol-

umes the solution corresponding to the (π, π) ordering

has the lowest energy showing a smooth increase of mag-

netization upon lattice expansion. For the (π, 0) con-

figuration, the total energy is lower than that in the

NM case starting from a ∼ 6.7 arb.units demonstrating

rather rapid growth of the magnetic moment compared

to the (π, π) case. The energy profile of the FM config-
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Fig. 5. Spin-polarized GGA results for FM FeSe computed for different lattice constants: Band structure (left panels) and

density of states (right panels). Black and grey curves correspond to the spin projections. The Fermi energy is set to 0 eV

uration is very close to that of the NM solution up to

a ∼ 7 arb.units. Here the magnetization first shows a

smooth increase in the vicinity of the left energy min-

imum then is followed by an abrupt jump which is lo-

cated in the region separating the stable and metastable

FM solutions.

In Fig. 3 we show the AFM band structure of FeSe

calculated for the lattice volumes close to the equi-

librium value. The corresponding densities of states

are presented in Fig. 4. Overall shape of the dispersion

curves and densities of states rather weakly depends on

the lattice volume. The lattice constant variation mainly

affects the band width and position of the Fermi level.

This is connected with the charge transfer due to the

change of hybridization between Fe-d and Se-p states.

The shift of the Fermi energy is more pronounced in
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the (π, 0) case leading to a change of the Fermi sur-

face along all high symmetry lines of the Γ−X−M

plane. For the (π, π) configuration, the change of the

band structure and the densities of states is mainly a

bandwidth effect. We note that in both AFM configu-

rations the band structure at the M point, including

the number of valence and conduction bands, remains

unchanged.

In Fig. 5 we present the electronic structure calcu-

lated for the FM state. The FM ordering of Fe mo-

ments leads to a completely different band structure

and its evolution upon variation of the lattice volume.

In the vicinity of the left energy minimum the disper-

sion curves are very similar to those obtained in the

NM and PM states (see Ref. [30]). The energy bands

corresponding to different spin projections have similar

shape and are shifted relatively to each other to yield

a nonzero magnetization of the unit cell. Expansion of

the lattice leads to a considerable reconstruction of the

electronic structure in all regions of the Γ−X−M plane,

including the M point. In particular, as the lattice ex-

pands, flat bands at the M point in the energy interval

[−0.4, 0.0] eV shift towards the Fermi level. In the vicin-

ity of the transition point (∼ 7 arb.units) these bands

are abruptly pushed to the energy interval [0.4, 0.8] eV

for one of the spin projections.

Our results reveal a similar behavior with that

obtained for paramagnetic FeSe within DFT+DMFT.

Namely, the FM result has a similar double-minimum

shape for the total energy as that in DFT+DMFT. On

the other hand, the total energy profiles calculated for

the AFM configurations do not show that feature. Sim-

ilarly to the DFT+DMFT results obtained for the PM

state, the spin-polarized DFT yields a complete recon-

struction of the electronic structure upon expansion of

the lattice. However, the driving mechanism is differ-

ent. Now it is mainly due to hybridization that controls

a charge transfer. In the PM FeSe, the double minima

feature originates from a Lifshitz transition that occurs

due to a correlation-driven shift of the van Hove singu-

larity at the M point above the Fermi level. Our DFT

results show a significant change of the band structure

at the M point only for the FM state where the total

energy profile also has a double-minimum feature. On

that basis we propose that an anomalous behavior of

the total energy of FeSe upon variation of the lattice

volume originates from a band structure reconstruction

in the vicinity of the M point irrespective to a magnetic

configuration.
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